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Acid arrows 5e

Melfs Acid arrow 2nd-level calling Casting Time: 1 action Range: 90 foot components: V, S, M (powdered rhubarb leaf and an adder's stomach) Duration: Instantly a shimmering green arrow stripes to a target within reach and burst into a syringe of acid. Make a series of players attack against the target. On a hit, the target takes 4d4 acid
damage immediately and 2d4 acid damage at the end of its next innings. On a miss, the arrow splashes the target with acid for half as much of the initial damage and no damage at the end of its next innings. At higher levels. When you have thrown this game using a game slot of 3nd level or higher, the damage (both initial and later)
increases by 1d4 for each slot level above 2nd. Playlists. Wizard a magical arrow of acid jumps out of your hand and speed to its target. You must pass on a certainly touch attack to hit your target. The arrow deals with 2d4 points of acid damage with no splash damage. For every three caster levels (up to a maximum of 18th), the acid,
unless somehow neutralizes, lasts for another round, dealing with another 2d4 points of damage in that round. Material component powdered rabarb leaf and an adder's stomach. Focus an arrow. A shimmering green arrow stripes to a target within reach and burst into a syringe of acid. Make a series of players attack against the target.
On a hit, the target takes 4d4 acid damage immediately and 2d4 acid damage at the end of its next innings. On a miss, the arrow splashes the target with acid for half as much of the initial damage and no damage at the end of its next innings. At Higher Levels: When you throw this game using a game slot of 3nd Level or higher, the
damage (both initially and later) increases by 1d4 for each slot level above 2nd. Higher Game slot Desc When you throw this game using a game slot of 3nd level or higher, the damage (both initial and later) increases by 1d4 for each slot level above 2nd. Material powdered rabarb leaf and an adder's stomach Target 2nd-level evocation
Casting Time: 1 action range: 90 foot Components: V, S, M (powdered rabarb leaf and an adder's stomach)Duration: Instant an shimmering green arrow stripes to a target inside range and burst into a spray of sour Make a series of players attack against the target. On a hit, the target takes 4d4 acid damage immediately and 2d4 acid
damage at the end of its next innings. On a miss, the arrow splashes the target with acid for half as much of the initial damage and no damage at the end of its next innings. At higher levels: When you throw this game using a game slot of 3nd level or higher, the damage (both initial and later) increases by 1d4 for each slot level above 2nd.
Weapon (arrows), unusually The glass point of this arrow shattered on impact. When this hollow arrow head is smashed, it traces its acid content. On top of the Soothing damage, the arrows also handle an additional 2d4 acid damage. Damage. after Main Page → 5e Homebrew → equipment → Melf's acid arrow, An eevocation game
Evocation Level: 2 Decisive time: 1 Action Series: 90 foot components: V, S, M (powdered rhubarb leaf and an adder's stomach) Duration: Immediately a shimmering green arrow stripes to a target within reach and burst into a syringe of acid. Make a series of players attack against the target. On a hit, the target takes 4d4 acid damage
immediately and 2d4 acid damage at the end of its next innings. On a miss, the arrow splashes the target with acid for half as much of the initial damage and no damage at the end of its next innings. At higher level When you throw this game using a game slot of 3nd level or higher, the damage (both initial and later) increases by 1d4 for
each slot level above 2nd. Page: 259 Players Handbook a Wizard, game Create and save your own spelling books, sign up now! Looking for another game ? Visit the gamelist &lt;&lt; Why isn't this game Lvl 1? It's par with magic missile given it misses. The peak damage is only slightly better than chromatic orb, but no choice of damage,
rider effect is worse than leading bolt. Am I missing something? Page 2,333 comments comments
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